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PULS – Always innovative  

A highly effective and future-oriented Power House 

PULS has always been innovative. With recent technical and efficiency achievements, the medium-sized 

company has reached a new level when it comes to innovation. 

In parallel with the development of numerous new products, in 2017 the company headquarters moved to 

new facilities. The incorporation of power supply manufacturer Etasyn into the PULS Group has also created 

a new Business Unit – PULS Vario GmbH. In addition, the factory expansion in China means production 

capacity has doubled. 

All these large projects contribute to stable and sustainable growth in the PULS company group. 2017 has 

been the most successful year in the company's history with above-average growth in sales and worldwide 

employee numbers. 

Overview of contents 

Chapter Title Page     
1 PULS Vario off to a flying start 

An innovative business unit for customised solutions 
 
Power supply solutions based on synergies between standard and customised devices are 
very much in demand. To expand this business area even further, PULS took over German 
power supply manufacturer Etasyn and a complete development team in Vienna in 2017. 
This has created the new PULS Vario business area. 
 

2 

2 PULS’s new headquarters promote Design Thinking 

The perfect balance between technology and employee wellbeing  
 
PULS has successfully created the perfect environment by integrating the latest technology 
in its new offices based on employee needs. Implementing the Design Thinking approach 
has played an important part resulting in 100% employee satisfaction. 
 

4 

3 PULS expands production capacity 

Innovation in production ensures reliable delivery 
 
In 2017, PULS doubled the production capacity of its factory in China. The company has 
also been working on the digital factory where innovative production technologies and 
ongoing personnel training play an important part.  
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1  

PULS Vario off to a flying start 

An Innovative business unit for customised solutions 

Etasyn acquisition 

Power supply solutions based on synergies between standard and customised devices are very much in 

demand. To expand this business area even further, PULS acquired German power supply manufacturer 

Etasyn in 2017. Etasyn has its own production site in Drebach with a total of 75 employees. As part of the 

integration process, the complete Etasyn team has been incorporated into the new PULS Vario business unit. 

 

Figure 1: PULS Power House 

30 experienced developers in Vienna 

As well as integrating the team in Drebach, the formation of PULS Vario has enabled PULS to reinforce its 

workforce with another development team in Vienna. This was made possible by the power specialist 

Artesyn shutting down its site in Vienna. The firm will move into the new offices in January 2018, creating 

another state-of-the-art working environment as the one in Munich. The developers will focus on developing 

new standard PULS power supply devices and customised solutions to significantly increases PULS’s 

development capacity. 
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The team in Vienna has already demonstrated their great level of expertise in the power supply sector in 

numerous challenging projects for international customers. Existing PULS customers are already benefiting 

from this high level of expertise and many years of experience.  

The PULS Vario management team at both sites, will be led by Ewald Braith who has been in the role of 

General Manager at Etasyn since 2015. Braith brings over 30 years of experience in the power business, both 

at an international group of companies and in medium-sized companies. 

 

Figure 2: PULS Vario Managing Director, Ewald Braith 

Two business sectors support the PULS Power House 

The formation of PULS Vario means that in the future the PULS Power House will be supported by two solid 

pillars. Alongside the extensive portfolio of standard PULS power supplies, customised solutions, 

modifications to standard devices as well as fully bespoke power solutions form a second important business 

division within the PULS Group. 

This strategy further strengthens PULS’s presence in market sectors that are heavily focussed on customised 

solutions. For example, medical technology accounted for more than half of Etasyn's turnover in the last 

financial year. Therefore, the former Etasyn team brings significant market expertise in this area as well as in 

material handling equipment and railway technology.  

PULS Vario will continue to build on this experience to provide even more users worldwide with the perfect 

power solution for their systems.  

 

Figure 3: PULS Vario Drebach company site 
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PULS’s new headquarters promote Design Thinking  

The perfect balance between technology and employee 

wellbeing  

Digitisation is a major consideration when designing new offices and working environments. The digital 

revolution is driving companies to integrate technology into their work environments as effectively as 

possible. One point that can be forgotten is that digitisation is not synonymous with innovation. After all, 

innovative developments also require an appropriate analogue workspace. The work environment must give 

employees the option to work together in interdisciplinary teams, work visually, test ideas, work on highly 

focused and intense projects, create prototypes, and much more. This results in future-proof, user-oriented 

solutions. In short: an innovative work environment must offer genuine space for Design Thinking. 

Innovative working environment thanks to Design Thinking 

PULS uses Design Thinking in two completely different ways. On the one hand, the company was guided by 

the Design Thinking approach when the new premises were being developed. The starting point was to 

understand employee needs and working methods. The working environments of other companies were also 

analysed both for inspiration and to avoid repeating common mistakes. Based on these observations, a 

prototype was developed and a room in the old office building was rebuilt. In the prototype room, the 

employees – as the target group – had the opportunity to test furniture and lighting concepts, evaluate floor 

coverings, follow sketches from architects and carpenters, and monitor project progress on whiteboards; 

feedback was explicitly requested at all stages. The suggestions from employees were directly incorporated 

into the development phase of the new premises. The result is a unique work environment that is currently 

in the advanced stages of "refinement". 

Design Thinking thanks to an innovative working environment 

The new world of work is itself the result of a Design Thinking process. It is therefore only logical that the 

rooms encourage employees to follow this innovative approach themselves. The environment invites you to 

engage in creative work. Many walls can be written on or are magnetic. The Project Area is the perfect 

meeting place for team-working in larger groups. There are also numerous small meeting rooms and break 

out areas available for 2-3 persons; these are not bookable and can be used at any time. .  For major 

announcements or larger events with customers and partners, a dedicated space has been created with a 

giant LED wall which includes amphitheatre style seating. 

Attention has also been paid to concentrated individual working and desk sharing has been deliberately 

avoided. The personal desk or developer workstation, which is also height-adjustable, remains the base 

station for every employee. Employees can find an even more peaceful environment in the quiet spaces, 

such as the small library which is currently still under construction. In these quiet spaces there are no 

telephones or mobile phone calls, and even loud conversations are a no-no. A modern nap room allows staff 

to take time to slow down and relax. Here, employees can get comfortable in a massage or relaxation chair 

to recharge their batteries with a quick nap. 
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Naturally, attention has been paid to digital technology across the entire working environment. Employees 

can connect to their desktop on their workstation via any screen and work together with their colleagues in 

Munich, and thanks to video conferencing systems work on projects with their global teams.  

The great innovative power that drives PULS in developing each power supply is evident in the design 

elements of the new working environment. Every detail – whether visible or hidden – has received special 

attention; nothing was left to chance. Even the lighting concept for the workstations is based on a joint 

development by Bernhard Erdl and the designer Tobias Grau. The cabinets and sideboards were also 

developed in-house. This consistency of detail runs across both floors. The result is a coherent overall picture 

of modern shapes and colours featuring the highest level of functionality. 

Maintaining the central location in Munich is another important aspect. Among other things, it helps PULS 

attract the best engineers, specialists and talented young people. 

Full employee satisfaction 

However, innovative workspace concepts are the least of what makes employees feel comfortable. Almost 

six months have passed since the PULS team in Munich moved into the new premises. A good opportunity to 

ask employees how they feel in their new environment.  

An internal employee survey showed a satisfaction level of 100%. PULS has thus managed to gain buy-in from 

its entire workforce and inspire them with the new working environment. This was only possible thanks to 

continuous communication before, during and after the move.  

The company is now already working full steam ahead on the next generation of innovative DIN-rail power 

supplies. 
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PULS expands production capacity 

Innovative production optimises delivery  

The power supply market has profited from a stable global economy in 2017 and is characterised by an 

overall positive mood. High demand levels also pose challenges for the power supply manufacturer especially 

concerning delivery times.   

PULS attaches great importance to delivering not only the highest quality products but also at the agreed 

time. The company manages the entire value chain of its products and keeps delivery reliability constantly 

high. To be able to guarantee this, even if demand increases further, the company in making ongoing 

investments into its plants in the Czech Republic and China.  

 

Figure 4: Production in Suzhou (China) - expanded manufacturing capacity completed 

Production capacity doubled in China 

After a construction phase of 18 months, the expansion of the production site in Suzhou (China) is now 

complete. The building extension covers an area of 6,000m2. PULS will be fitting out the factory in the coming 

months with the relevant production machines and workstations. In doing so, the company is ensuring that 

all its production sites are always at the same technical level. This facilitates collaboration between the 

international production teams and at the same time offering risk management. Thanks to the redundant 

design of the production facilitates in different locations, recovery from the consequences of unforeseen 

circumstances, such as natural disasters, is better and faster. 

For a sustainable increase in production, it is necessary to increase the workforce in addition to making 

technical investments and creating larger warehouse areas. Therefore, PULS has hired more than 260 

additional production employees worldwide in 2017. For the growing team to feel comfortable in their work 

environment and to work effectively together, the plant expansion in China has also been used as an 

opportunity to set up modern meeting facilities. The expansion includes a new spacious canteen and the 

construction of an underground car park.  
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Architecturally, the new facility follows the unique design of the existing building and also conforms to the 

same environmentally friendly production process. PULS has already won several awards for its pioneering 

environmental standards, including the LEED Gold Award.  

Increased level of automation 

The production areas in Chomutov and Suzhou are already equipped with state-of-the-art technology for 

power supply production. This includes the use of multiple robots for fully automated assembly of 

components as well as functional testing of the power supplies. Systems for laser marking of the units, burn-

in test systems with energy recovery, fully automatic optical inspection systems (AOI), and much more are 

already in use. 

To keep product quality at the highest level, PULS continues to research and test new production 

technologies, both in terms of hardware and software. In the coming months, further innovative production 

technologies will be utilised in both the Czech Republic and China. All of these investments contribute to 

shorter turnaround times, faster fault detection and higher quality with less coordination and planning work.  

At the same time, they are important cornerstones in creating a digital factory. A goal that PULS is 

ambitiously following. The aim here is to achieve completely automatic and decentralised control of the 

products during production and testing. Monotonous or physically strenuous work is to be automated 

wherever possible.  

However, PULS employees always remain the most important cornerstone of the digital factory. 

Comprehensive training will prepare them for their new tasks. These include, setting up and operating the 

automated lines, detecting emerging problems based on real-time data, and finding solutions. Production 

processes are becoming ever more complex and completely automatic. Nevertheless, they must remain 

controllable at all times.  

This is a big challenge, but one that PULS is facing head on in the interests of its customers. As a result, the 

company will continue to produce at world-class industry levels and maintain delivery performance. 

 

 

 

 

 


